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ABSTRACT

The MTR OSIRIS has been successfully operated for 4 years usinp. the
"Caramel" low enriched uranium dioxyde fuel -for the whole core loading. -,n the
first Dart we examine the performance and operating experience obtained up ��o
the Dresent ime with "Caramel". n a second part zhe aper iscusses the
results of the calculations for a comolete OSIRIS core loaded w'th 20 sil�c�de
luel and makes a comparison with UAI 93 and Caramel 7 / uels.

INTRODUCTION

During the seventie a trend ook place to limit supplying highly enriciled
uranium. The problem arose of finding a substitute for the hghly enriched fuel
used in research reactors. A preliminary evaluation of the problem showed that
a solution was oossible if sufficiently dense uranium compounds (oxides, sili-
cides .... could be developed in order to compensate for the lower enrichment.
At hat time the French Atomic Energy Commission had a proved technology atits
disposal, and it was decided n 97 to carry out full scale tests on the
OSIRIS reactor located in the Saclay Nuclear Research Center. The 93 enriched
metallic fuel was replaced by a 7 enriched uranium oxide fuel.

This uel called "Caramel" has now been used for more than three years in
OSIRIS, the frst working cycle having begun in January 1980.

In the first part of this text we examine the performance and operating
experience obtained up to the present time (towards the end of 1983) with
CARAMEL.

in the second part, in order to evaluate the respective usefulness of the
various currently known of studied fuels, calculations have been performed for a
complete OSIRIS core loaded with 20 enriched silicide fuel. The results obtai-
ned are compared with those obtained for a core loaded with 93 metallic
uranium or 7 UO 'Caramel).

- PERFORMANCE 19ITH CARAMEL

History

OSIRIS was loaded with CARAMEL (table 1) in October 1979 "he first power
cycling began in February 1980. The good r��sults obtained in tests elements in
another reactor led to a provisional maximum burn-up of 20 000 Md/t being
retained. The fi-st load of OSIRIS was realized with 475 562 and 7 
enriched fuel. As a resuitsigniCicant mean irradiations were relatively long to
obtain. A burning of 3 MWd/t as owever reached for two percursor elements.
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The correct behavior of these elements associated wi,-h a systematic control of
the .�jidths of the water channels, and consequently o any swelling taking place,
enabled the mean oermissible burn-un to be increased in February 1-981 o

30 000 MWd/t.

1.2 - Performance

After almost 4 years oeration under severe condi-,--'ons �_n the OSIRIS

reaccor
3 W cm- high ower density (mean value 640 )/cm , maximum value 4 300

- necessitating a rapid coolant flow a flow ra--e of m/s and 5 00 m 1h

being required.

It s now possible to make a reliminary evaluation of the behavior of the fel
based on a sufficient number of fuel elements for szazis-_ica___-y significance
results.

At the end Seotember 1983, 232 eements had been rradiated, 191 of which
had reached burn-up greater than 20 000 Wd/t. Out of these 1-91 elements 40
had reached burn-uo between 28 000 and 30 000 Md/t, which corresoonds to maximun
local burn-ups of between 40 000 and a3 000 MWd/t ; two elemenzs nad attained
40 000 MWd/t with local maxima of the order of' 55 000 The -��,:�.ble 2 in the
end of the paner gves details of this distribution.

Even hough some of the elements proved to be defective, rejected activity
was ow and did not result in any unduly long reactor shuzdown. However, in.
order to thoroughly understand fuel behavior, some very detailed (but not absolu-
tely necessary) studies related to operational behavior were carried out.
Defective elements were revealed with great difficulty. hese elements remained,

in certain cases, in the reactor during several cycles without significantly
increasing the level of activity in the core circuit. It is noted that out of the
540 000 CARAMEL concerned, only 13 anomalies occurred in 3 elements. Out of
these 13 elements, were removed at 10 000 MWd/t, the remaining elements at
burn-ups between I 00 and 30 000 Md/t. It is remarked that t is not necessari-
ly the most irradiated elements that exhibit defective behavior. In fact, it
seems as if we are having "teething troubles" with our frst abrications. It is
emphasized that only in about 100 000 CARAMELS permanently presentin all
OSIRIS type core is defective. The consequences of possible defects is therefore
limited.

Systematic measurements of interplate distances were carried out and revea-
led some swelling. These swellings, do not affect in any wait the fuel element
in from of them, but sometimes enabled elements exhibiting defec-Z�s not visible
to the eye or detectable by otal or local activity measurements to be localized.

7.3 - Possible developments

Before concluding this chapter, it 'is emphasized that it is now possible to
imorove several aspects of CARAMEL fuel, the most important are cited

thickness today CARAMEL fuels have a meat of 1.45 mm. it now apears
possible to reduce this meat. it s conceivable that this eduction associated
-aith an increase in enrichment would enable this Eype of fuel to be'used in most
research reactors without any modifications while resQectin IAEA non prolifera-
tion standards,

- burn-up as a result of the good behavior of che fuel at a mean burn-up
of 30 000 MWd/t, the French safety athorities permitted the burn-up of two
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elements to be increased to 40 000 MWd/t (corresponding to local maxima of
55 000 MWd/t). This irradiation which terminated on October did not lead to
any special problems. It will be followed by sudies of interplate channel
thicknesses and perhaps by complementary .i. examinations. It should then be
possible to extend this maximum ermissible burn-up to other fuel elements. in
the past tests on some samples enabled burn-ups of 60 00.0 Md/t to be reached,

- reprocessing the nature of the fuel, which is zhe same as tat used n
PWR's would mean that only workshops for cuttine un and chemically reating
improvements (dissolution) fuel assemblies will. require speciall attention.

- costs poduction on a larger or ndustrial scale wll very rapidly reduce
fabrication costs. Production coszs should drop by 30 %. In addition, work in
some direction could be reduced significantly for example UF 6_UO2 transformation
could be realized via a dry process instead of the currently usea we-�� process.

it is concluded that after three years operation, CARAMEL has erformed in
an entirely satisfactory way. This low enrichment fuel has demonstrated its
reliability and its suitability as a ubstitute for the highly enriched fuels
used in pool type research reactors. Likely technological progress suggests tha-:�
a reduction in meat associated with a higher enrichment would enable a greater
coolant flow and would therefore permit use in mst ypes of research reactors
without modifications.

II - CALCULATIONS FOR A 20 SILICIDE OSIRIS CORE.
COMPARISON ITH 93 UAl AND 7 CARAMEL CORES

II. - Calculation or a 20 silicide (U 3Si-Al) core

II.1.1 - Fuel elements the hypothesis chosen is that fuel elements having
E--Tted below are available. Preliminary calculations

the main characteristics ci
showed that in order to conserve the main characteristics of the reactor, i is
necessary to use uranium of density 5 g/cm3 for an enrichment of 19.76 %. This
values had been deduced from technical possibilities in collaboration with CERCA.

Fuel elements are housed in a 600 mm (useful height) 84.4x84.4 square
casing. The control element consists of two parts, an absorbing cobalt frame in
the calculations considered (which could also be of another material) adjacent
to a special fuel element (follower) containing less uranium (18 plates instead
of 21).

II.1.2 - Studies of the equilibrium-cycle cross section and neutron
constant calculatlo-ns-a-re-pe-r-formed using a calculation code based on a classical
method derived from transport theory. It is also possible from a series of two
dimensional diffusion calculations to adjust the initial uranium-235 load of a
given core configuration so as to ensure a predetermined period of time between
reloading oerations. The U3Si-Al core is assumed to be in equilibrium during
the fuel cycle. The cycle lasts 21 days and corresponds to an energy of
1 500 Md being released at a nominal operating power of 70 M.

In order to calculate burn-ups with a high degree of precision, variations
in the heights of the control rods were taken into consideration. This was done
by dividing the cycle into two successive phases

- to 500 MWd/t only one rod in the lower position (NO 4,

- 500 to 500 Md/t the same rod in the half way position.

The core has a x6 42 element configuration
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- 32 standard fuel elements
- 6 control eements
- irradiation ositions simulated in calculations by an A-stainless

steel mock-up with average absorption characteristics.

A now of beryllium blocks inside he cosing acts as.a reflector for one of
the faces of the core. In order to S4Mpljfy cal LI

culations, it 's assumed -hat
the standard elements can be divided into 6 roups with burn-up ranging from 
to 91 000 MWd/t at the beginning of the cycle. The init'Lal burn-up of the control
element followers is 40 000 MWd/t of U. (Table 8).

Standard elements are distributed in the core as a function f burn-uo in
such a way as to respect the following three riteria

- availability of sufficient reactivity
- relatively homogeneous Dower distribution
- high thermal neutron flux in he outside refiec-��or.

initial activity balance

- Excess reactivity when hot 5 100 pcm

- Excess reactivity to be handled when cold 7 pcm

(I = 00 cm).

Efficiency of control rods

Two of the six so-called safety rods are in the uper position before start-
up, the other rods being raised up in sequence.

The anti-reactivity margin when cold is of the order of

- 300 pcm with the 6 rods lowered

- 2 660 cm with 4 "non safety" rods lowered.

The control of the reactivity available does not pose any problems.

Changes in reactivity during a cycle

The daily consumption of reactivity when oerating at a nominal Dower of
70 MW is 240 pcm. Thus with an excess of 5 100 Dm of aczivi�ly, it is possible
to operate at full power for 21 days.

Power distribution

The values given in the tabie 3 are calculated for a horizontal
�Vmmetrical plane through the core during a cycle (500 MWd) for various confi-
gura�-ions of the corresponding rods (raised or lowered).

Hot axis factors are iven in table 4 from wich values for hot ooints

are calculated
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1.86 x 13 = 242 (standard elements)

1.70 x 13 = 221 (control rod followers)

hotaxis : axis along which the specific power is greatesz.

hotaxis factor ratio between the mean specific power aong zne not axis and
the mean soecific ower of the core.

axiall actor ratio between the maximum ower on the ho7 axis and the mean
Dower along this axis (taken as being equal to 13

235 U balance

Table of the appendix indicates the sate o he elements a the beginin-
ning and at the end of the two phases constituting the oerating cycle.

Under real- operating conditions

the nitial weight of uranium-235 at the beginning of "he cycle is ad 4ustedi
so as to take the real anti-reactivity of irradiation experiments and the
exact duration of the cycle envisaged into account 

the burn-up of the different control elements are not identical.

II.1.3 - Neutron fluxes at experimental positions------------------

Calculated values are given for a cycle (500 MWd), with rod N 4 in the
half-way position and the reactor operating at a power of 70 MW. The values
correspond to the horizontal symmetry plane of the core.

. Central irradiation positions

Aluminium block with four central cavities containing absorbing nuclei
(stainless steel-aluminium) are used as experimental mock-ups. Flux values cor-
respond to the center of the experimental positions and to the maximum flux
plane. (Table 6.

. Peripheral irradiation positions thermal neutron fluxes

Schema 7 gives the values of flux in the middle of the first row of the
support grids for experiments with neutrons at 2 200 m/s in the light water pool
(non erturbed -flux calculated in water).

1I.2 'Comparison of three fuel oads

The characteristics of the OSIRIS reactor with the following three fuels
are compared 

93 enriched UAl

19,76 % enriched U 3SiAl

7 % enriched UO 2'
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Table recapitulated the main characteristics of these element. The 95 
UAl elements are derived from MTR elements and consist of fat plates mechanical-
ly sealed in joining plates containing 0.5 g of boron per element. The UO
elements do not contain any burnable poison.

!I.2.1 - Material balance per cycle

Al -fuel cycle equilibrium the materiel balances are as follows

Borated
93 % UA! 19.76 % U`�SiAi 7 % UO 2

235 U beginning 11 500 12 180 18 000

end 500 MWd 9 650 10 462 16 425

235 U g/MWd (burn-up) 1.23 1.15 1.05

U total'g 15 120 85 900 310 500

The lowered enrichment corresponds to an increase in the amount of uranium-
238 Dresent anda loss in reactivity that must be compensated by an increase in
the amount of uranium-235 present n the load.

II.2.2 Flux-level-in-irradiation-experiments-

The neutron flux at a given power is inversely proportional to the size of
the core. Advantages gained in this way are, however, rapidly imited because
it is necessary to correctly cool the core and to dispose of a sufficiently long
operating cycle.

a) inside the fissile lattice in irradiation experiments

- the fast flux level depends mainly on the mean fission density in the
core and very little on the nature of-the fuel (UA1 93 %, U 3Si 20

UOP 7 %),

- the thermal flux level depends on the amount of uranium-235 present
in the load and hence on fuel enrichment.
When the enrichment level changes from 93 % (UAl) to 2D % W3SiAl), the
loss in thermal flux is small this loss is however higher when 7 ',Io
WO 2 ) is used. The irradiation positions are of principal interest to
experimenters for their fast fluxes,

- improved neutron spectra (fast/thermal eutrons),

- camma ray heating is reduced with "Caramel" UO
2'

b) Inside the fissile lattice

Various irradiation positions are available

- special housing in the beryllium reflector,

- positions inside the beryllium blocks,
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- liaht water reflector on two sides the casing.

The thermal neutron flux level does not vary very much between UA1 93
and silicide 19.76 %) fuels. However, if the enrichment is further reduced
(15 to 20 % 7 enriched UO ), the droo in flux level becomes more significant.

2

As a conclusion to chapter II, attention is drawn to the 'fact that a 20
enriched silicide fuel enables a pool reactor such as OSIRIS o ooerate wizh a
neutron flux performance similar to hat obtained with 93 UAl. The real econo-
mic balance wll depend on reprocessing costs. We are now n a osizion o est
one or several elements in OSIRIS, calculations having sown this fuel 7 be
compatible with CARAMEL.

CONCLUSION

The aim of this note is on the one hand to present he performance and
operating record of four years operation with CARAMEL, and on the other hand to
comnare dfferent types of currently available or studied fuels. The results
obtained with CARAMEL are very positive. The arguments against this uel based
on the modification that would have to be made to facilities are no lonaer valid
when the likely technological progress in this ield is taken into consideration,
and in particular, reduction in meat thickness, increase in enrichment level and
considerably diminished fabrication costs. Other factors in avor of the use of
this type of fuel are an exceptionably high level of oerational safety resulting
from a proved technology, the reprocessing possibilities hat is offers together
with a long operating experience without any serious problems.

Calculations have shown that a 20 % silicide fuel could be used without any
difficulties in a reactor of the OSIRIS type. This fuel has not yet been quali-
fied at hiah burn-ups.

I would like to conclude by recalling our experience in transforming
existing cores into low enrichment cores. The fst transformation took place
five years ago. As a result, we are particularly interested in this type of pro-
blem from both the overall technological point of view and as far as carrying
out tests on fuels of very different types is concerned. The thermohydraulic
characteristics of the OSIRIS reactor make it very suitable for this type of
studies. The power released by this reactor enables high burn-ups to be reached
relatively quickly. The design of the reactor facilitates the incorporation of
a complete instrumentation system allowing measurements to be monitored when
fuel elements are tested.
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TABLE 

FUEL ELEMENT CHARACTERISTICS

Flat plate elements UAl sintered U Si-Al CARAMEL type sintered UO
3

235 93.15 19.76
Enrichment U I

3 70 7.10
.Great density g/cm 2.

To-cal weiaht of U/

Meat volume C,/cm3 0.835 5.40 9.10

FISSTLE PART
Plate Plate 136 caramels x

Thickness mm 0.51 0.51 1.45

Ac--ive width mm 68.40 68.40 72.90

Length mm 600 600 630

PLATE

Al Al zircalloy

Cladding thickness mm 0.38 0.38 0.38

Total thickness mm 1.27 1.27 2.22

'Hazer channel mm 2.10 2.63 2.63

STANDARD ELEMENT

Number of Qlates 24 21 17

Total weicyht of U 9 420 2373 8720

lj,eight of 235U 9 390.5 469 610

Ratio metal/water 0.913 0.828 0.985

0.085 0.10 0.13

seful exchanae surface 2 1.35
2

m
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TABLE 2

Burn-up Less Between Between Between Between Egal
than 20 000 25 000 28 000 30 000 to

(MWd/t) and and and and
20 000

25 000 28 000 30 000 33 000 I40 OOO

Number of

41 23 28 68 70 2
elements

TABLE 3

Control Controj- Control All control
Hot factor rods rods rod rods

6 3 4 3 4 4 raised

lowered lowered lowered

1,62 in 45 1,50 in 43 1,59 in 63

Standard 1,64 in 65 1,69 i 4 1,56 in 63 1,63 in 45

element 1,86 in 77 1,83 in 51 1,69 in 51 1,65 4 43

1,74 in 34

Followers 1,64 FE n 2 1,47 FE n 6 1,48 FE n 3 1,53 FE 3

fuels 1,70 FE n 1 1,50 FE n 4 1 66 FE n 4

TABLE 4

Horizontal medium plane Calculation OSIRIS limits

Standard elements 1,86 1,90

Followers fuels 1,70 2,00
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TABLE 

First ;O -e Second

Number A 4 rods lowered -t-- 4 roils in halfway po:,itAoil

of 0 MWd 500 MWd I )O MI

(�Jefiients burn-up 235 U burn-up 235 11 hurri-111) PTI II

MWd/tU % 9 MWd/tU % 9 MWd/tu

5 0 0 2 345 6 189 391 2 253,40 17 953 11,22 2 081,78

5 is 000 11,26 2 081,05 23 598 14,68 2 000,69 34 342 21,17 1 848,47

5 34 000 20,97 1 853,20 41 409 25,39 1 749,70 56 686 332 1 540,24

5 57 000 34,50 1 536,00 62 787 37,62 1 458,17 7A 277 4,30 1 306,01-1

6 74 000 44,15 1 571,58 79 553 47,24 1 484,76 90 87 53,40 1 311,12

6 91 000 53,48 1 308,96 95 389 55,84 1 242,69 103 687 60,22 1 119,38

32
standard 47 969 28,73 10 695,79 57 736 32,11 10 841 65 109 32,65 9 207,24
elements

6
control 40 000 24,55 483,32 46 226 28,22 1 411,12 59 916 36,16 1 255,03
elements

T 0 T A L 47 046 28,25 12 179,11 52 866 31,66 1.1 600,53 64 508 38,36 10 46P,27

TABLE 6

P = 70 MW Fast flux Thermic flux

grid place N' E > 1 MeV 10 14 2 200 m/s 10 14

53 2,64 2,4

55 2,47 2,26

73 2, 19 2

75 2, 1 1 1 92
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TABLE 7

THERMAL NEUTRON FLUX AT PERIPHERY

0;41 0.87 17 1,04 2,29 2,318 2.26 1,92 I'M 0"88 DAI

1,59 1 52

2,45 70 2,16

3,04 60 4n

3.21 50 2, 52

2,95 40 d,;)B

2,'25 30 1,7,1

1,28 20 0,98

0, 5;? 10 0,41

2 3 4 7

UNPERTURBED THERMAL FLUXES IN WATER P 70 MW 1014 nl/<-m2/,
0
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TABLE 

Light water

80 N N

-00 00
N 0 070

60

50 N 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 

4 

30 N
20

10 Al Al Al Al Al Al� Al

casing zicciog

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Omw It C)OO

experimental
N� 'O

standard elements 0 hole�-
Im M:F

6 groups 0 11,3% 21,02.
57.000 74.000 91.000

B.U. 235 7. control
rods

34,5% 44,1,- 53,5Z
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